USEFUL INFORMATION TO RAFFAELLA AND GIORGIO'S WORKSHOP
ADMISSION RATE:
the first day course meeting will be at 12.30/ 13.00 max at our office in Via Ipogeo 36 a/b Camucia di Cortona (AR), where:
- Course rates will be payed
- Sosta ‘s van keys will be given in case of not enough cars; a document for responsabilities will be signed ( keys !must be
given back the last day.
- Last information will be exchanged.
Every year the association rate (3 Euro) must be renovated to be regular with studying activities.
The amount paid can not be held valid in case of abandonment during the course of the seminar.!
TIMETABLE AND SEAT OF WORK:!
First day: afternoon 14.30/ 19.00 (with short pause)!
Following days: morning 10.00/ 17.30 approx. (with lunch pause)!
Courses are located in a small villlage in the area of Cortona, Loc. Fratta Santa Caterina only reachable by car. Any change
about courses’ seat will be comunicated. !
WHERE WE ARE:
1.
2.

Arriving from the Motorway A1: get out at Val di Chiana, follow Perugia’s direction, get out at the second Cortona
exit ( not Foiano della Chiana ). Drive towards Camucia and passed an underpass turn left, pass the post office,
straight to Via Ipogeo; right after a Ford car sailer on your left, small road at N.36 a/b
Arriving from the railway station: go towards Viale Regina Elena in front of Camucia’s railway station exit, turn
right at the first cross in Via Ipogeo, right before a car sailer, small road at N.36 a/b.

ACCOMODATION:
All accomodation are only reachable by car, better use own car.!Otherwise, if requested Sosta Palmizi will provide you a car.
!Accomodation’s choice and booking will be made at your expense
1. Cs 376, farmhouse, farm, home-study, private guest house, on a hill, 3 km from Cortona (AR), combines the
cultivation, especially olive trees, hospitality and activities of art and culture. Inclined to a natural economy rather
than the profit. Attentive to recycling, reuse and waste reduction, no hot water in the bathrooms (in the summer),
close attention to garbage disposal, no television, chemicals are avoided. The maintenance of cleanliness is up to the
guests. In the winter heating and hot water provided. No bed linen and towels - Cs 376 loc. San Martino in Bocena,
Cortona tel 0575 612661/328 9023672 - dinutzz@hotmail.com
2. GUEST HOUSE - RECORDING STUDIO "CASAOHM" beautiful country house located in the quiet countryside
at the feet of Cortona. "Casaohm" is a place of creation with the option to use of the recording studio
(www.casaohm.it) and to stay overnight at the Guest House. The Guest House has 3 bedrooms: one double, one
triple, one double room with loft bed and single bed, 1 living room (with possibility of two sofa-bed), kitchen, large
garden. Equipped with bed linen, towels lacks. Loc Renaia No. 16 Cortona, Alessandra Alessio 347 4196430 333
2116824 - casaohm@gmail.com
3. AGNADAM house located in open countryside in the village of Fratta, 5 km from Cortona, 800 m from the
rehearsal room, olive groves, vineyards, park all around. Ppen space house on 2 levels, fully equipped kitchen,
bathroom with shower, 2 double beds and a single bed. On demand sheets available, towels, sauna, outdoor
swimming pool and bicycles not included in the price. Loc Fratta football field area. Gabriele, FB who gabriele - tel
3357879597 - Jolanda 3382526645 – infogabrielechi@gmail.com
4. HOSTEL SAN MARCO in Cortona, open from 15/03 to 15/10; dormitory with 2/4/6/8 beds not provided with
towels - 0575 601392 - ostellocortona@libero.it
For all the housing, please cooperate leaving everything clean and in order when you depart!Important – communicate, as
soon as possibile, by phone to Flavia Marini mobile 0039 3478851126 or by email eventi@sostapalmizi.it how you travel and
where you decided to stay.
It is also possible to arrive the day before the course’s starting and stay in the suggested structures with previous notice.
OUR STUDYING OPPORTUNITY
- SCHOLARSHIP: is assigned after careful evaluation of Raffaella Giordano and Giorgio Rossi to 1 max 2 seminarians and
gives the opportunity to attend free seminars all over the 12 months following the assignment.
- FOREIGN: we apply a 20% discount on all workshops for students who are residents abroad; concerned must not pay the
deposit, but send the email confirmation of their participation.
Flavia Marini
tel. 0039 3478851126 formazione@sostapalmizi.it
Associazione Sosta Palmizi!
via Ipogeo 36 a/b, 52042 Camucia di Cortona (AR) - Italy
tel. 0039 0575 630678
www.sostapalmizi.it

